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Orbit determination modeling
analysis by GPS including
perturbations due to geopotential
coefficients of high degree and
order, solar radiation pressure and
luni-solar attraction
Abstracl: Thepurposeofthispaper was lo analyzethemodelingofan artificial
salellile orbit; usingsignalsoftheGPSconstellationandleaslsquaresalgorithms
as the method ofestimation, with the aim ofanalyzing theperformanceofthe
orbit estimation process. One pursues fa verify how differences 01modeling
can affecI thefinal accuracy oforbit determination. To accomplish thal, the
following effects were considered: high degree and orderfor Ihegeopotential
coefficients; direct solar radiation pressure; and Sun-Moon attraction. The
measurements were used fa leed the batch least squares orbit determination
process, in arder fa yield conclusive resultsabout the orbitmodelingissue. An
application has been done, using GPS dala ofthe TOPEXiPoseidan salellile,
whoseaccurate ephemerisareavailable on theInternet It is shown thatfrom a
poor bul acceplable modeling up lo all effects included; Iheaccuracycanva')'
from 28 lo 9 m in the long-periodanalysis.
Keywords: Orbit determination, GPS, Orbit perturbations, Geopotential,
Solar radiation pressure, Luni-solar gravitational attraction

INTRODUCTION

The problem of orbit detennination consists essentially
of estimating parameler values that complelely specify
the lrajeclory of a body in space, processing a sel of
information (m easuremenls) from this body, Such
observations can be collected through a tracking network
on Earth or through sensors, like the GPS receiver
onboard TOPEXIPoseidon (TIP).

The Global Positioning Syslem (GPS) is a powerful and
low costmeans to allow computation of orbits for artificial
Earth's satellites, The TIP satellite is an example of using
this system for space positioning.

The orbit detennination of artificial satellites is a nonlinear
problem in which the dislurbing forces are nol easily
modeled, like geopolential and direcl solar radiation
pressure. Through an onboard GPS receiver, it is possible
lo obtain measurements (pseudo-ranges) thal can be used
lo estimale the slale of the orbit

Usually, the iterative improvement of the orbit parameters
of a satellite is carried out using the least squares methods.
On a simple way, the least squares estimation algorithrns are
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based on the data equalions thal describe the linear relalion
between the residual measurements and the estimation
parameters. In Ibis work, the algorithm was implemented
through orthogonalization using Givens rotations.

LEASTSQUARESMETHODS

Parameters estimation aims at estimating things that are
constant along the estimation process. It is necessary a set
of measurements lo malhematically shape the relalionship
between these measurements and the parameters or state
lo be estimated,

One ofthe most used pararneter estimator is the least squares
algorithm. Basically, the algorithm minimizes the cost
funclion of the residuals squared (Kuga, 2005). The recursive
leasl squares algorithm, when applied lo parameters or state
estimation, presents two advantages: avoic1smatrixinversionin
the presence of uncorrelated measurement errors and requires
smaller matrices, which means less need of memory storage.

Recursive Least Squares using sequential Givens rotations

The Givens rotations are used when it is fundamental to
cancel specific elements of amatrix. Altemative fonnulations
were developed, based on the QR faclorizalion methods, lo
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where .u is Earth's gravitational constant; R_ is Earth's
radius; r is the spacecraft radial distance

1

; <p is the
geocentric latitude; A is the longitude on Earth fixed
coordinates svstem; e and S are the normalized
harmonic sph~rical ~oeiii'cients, ~tdegree n and order m;

are the associatcd normalizcd Legcndre functions.
constants ji, RT' C'llm' and determine a particular

gravitational potential.

solve this deficiency. Using orthogonal transformations,
the equation rnatrix of data can be transformed on an upper
triangular form, to which the least squares solution is
obtained by a simple back substitution, The aim of applying
orthogonal transformations in matrices and vectors on the
least squares problem is to substitutothe matrix inversion for
a stronger method, with less numerical errors, The Givens
rotations (Givens, 1958) are amethod to solve recursive least
squares through orthogonal transformations (Silva, 20(1).

In this procedure, a given matrix H becomes triangular by
the multiplication of a series of orthogonal matrices. The
full transformation generically can be given by:

U(r,~,;\)~~.t.tr 1:, ·p•• (sin~)(c•• cosmA.+
,,~O ~j~O \,

sinmíl)

(2)

MODEL OF FORCES - DISTURBING EFFECTS
CONSIDERED

Ihe main disturbing forces that affect the orbit af an Earth's
artificial satellite are: the non-unifonn distribution ofEarth's
mass; ocean and terrestrial tides and thegravitational attraction
of Sun ami Moon. There are abo the non-gravitational etIects,
such as: Earth's atmospheric drag; direct and refleetcd solar
radiationpressure; electric drag; emissivity eiTects;relativistic
efIects and impacts of meteorites.

where R is an upper triangular matrix, u i LT," Uv )
denotes the sequcnce of rotations made in order to eliminatc
the elements ofthe sub-diagonal on the i-throw ofl!, and Q is
an orthogonal matrix,At each step, the orthogonalizationofthe
H matrix is performed(producinga transforrnedmeasurement
vector d and r), and the results are stored to the next set of
measurements. At the end, the final solution is computed. See
details in Silva (2001), and Montcnbruck and Suarez (1984).

According toMarshall and Luthcke's model (Marshall
and Luthcke, 1994), the total force acting cmId' is:

Perturbations due to Direct Solar Radíation Pressure

The components of solar radiation pressure force can be
expressed in several systems. Throughout these systerns,
the orbital elements of the satellite can be connected
with SW1'S position, This procedure was used here, for
the direct solar radiation prcssure model adopted for
the IOPEX/Paseidan satellite (Marshall, Antreasian,
Rosborough and Putney. 1991). Since the force due to
the emerging radiation flux on the surface of the satellite
depends on the angle of incidence, the attitude of the
satellite must be abo taken into accmmt (Antreasian and
Rosborough, 1992).

The solar radiation pressure is a force of'non-grav itational
origin that disturbs the motion of an artificial satellite.
The way as the perturbations due to solar radiation
pressure will affect the keplerian elements depends on
the pressure model adopted (if it includes or not shadow,
for example). Meanwhile, in the general case, it causes
secular and periodic perturbations on the variables (Q,
0), and Af) and periodic perturbations on the mctric
variables (a, e, and i).

(1)
U

3

l
-~ m-l

( ~ )=(

( ~ )= (U,.

where Gis solar radiant tlux (\V/,'m 2); A is the surface
area af each plate (m'); ií is difusive rel1ectivity,
percentage ofthe total incoming radiation; p is specular
ref1ectivity, percentage of the total incoming radiation;

nis surface normal vector; s is source incidence vector;
El is the angle between surface normal and solar
incidence; and e is the speed of light (m/s). Subscript

k varies from 1 to 8, representing each plate, and P
is the total direct solar radiation force acting on the
satcllite.

'rhe disturbing effects are in general inc1uded according
to the physical situation presented and to the accuracy that
is intended for the orbit detennination.

Perturbations due to Earth Gravitational Field

The Earth is not a perfect sphere with homogeneous mass
distribution, and cannot be considered as a material point.
Such irregularities distmb the orbit of an artificial satellitc
and the keplerian elements lhat describe the orbit do not
stay constant. The potential function can be given by
(KaLlia, 1966):

.......... '! 2r~~-+ ¡}COSe, \]ñ +- (1-- P '\:f -1 =;J- F ,----
,3' ,c I k " k! i

(J'. )
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Perturbatíons due to Luni-Solar Gravitational
Attractíon )' =h (.\',1)+v,.l· l.,,, / ,c (6)

These perturbations are due to SW1 and Moon attraction
force and they can be meaningful if the satellite is far
from theEarth. As the orbital variations are of the samc
type, whatever is the Sun or the Moon the attractive body,
they should be studied without distinguishing the third
body. The luni-solar gravitational attraction mainly acts
on rJ and (o, what causes prccession of the orbit and the
orbital plano.

The general three-body problem model is here simplified
by the circular restricted three-body problem, where
the orbital motion of a third body, which rnass can be
neglected, around two other massive bodies is studied, The
motion equation that provides the third body acceleration
can be expressed as (prado and Kuga, 2001):

where .vi:: is the m-observations vector; h; (xk ) is the

state xk nonlinear function of dimension m; and "V'r is the
measurement error vector of dimension m.

The pseudorange observations are a measurement
between the GPS satellites and the receiver antenna, These
measurements will be used in the orbit determ ination
problem via GPS and they can be written as (Eq. T)

(1'. )

which corresponds to the real pseudorange P, plus the

relativistic corrections c(dt - c.lJ;), the ionospheric and
tropospheric deviations I\:JH and D

TR OIO
and the noise v.

(4'·, )

REsu;rs

where r.. =7 r, =r »-]: _ and r i=123 is the
i-th bod; distance t~ tl~-~ center20'f mass '(;f th~ s;lst~m

DYNAMICAL MODEL

Here, the tests and the analysis from the algorithm developed
to compute direct solar radiation pressure are prescnted.
On the analysis of direct solar radiation pressure is already
included 10PKX (J-PS antenna location that, lately, consists
of the intluence of the satellite attitude motion in the orbit
detennination process (Binning, 1996). The algorithm was
implemented Ihrough FORTRAN 771arJ"ouage (pardal, 2ooT).

The problem of orbit determ ination is essentially nonlinear
due to the fact that the orbital motion description is based
in ordinary differential equations in the form (Kuga, 1989)
(Eq. 5)

r
V=-,Ll--

J
+a+)1>

r (5)

To validate and to analyze the proposed method, real data
from the TíP satellite were used, Position and velocity to be
estimated were compared with IíP precise orbit ephemeris
(PeJE), from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) ofN¡\SA
The test conditions considcred pseudorangc real data,
collected by (J-PS receiver onboard 'rOPEX, on November
19, 1993. The tests covered the same day, for a short (2
hours) and a long (24 hours) period af orbit determination.

and written in the inertial reference frame. In Eq. 5, r
corresponds to the position vector; \' is the velocity vector;
l:¡> is the white noise vector with zero mean and covariance

Q; arepresents the modeled perturbations vector; and b is
the vector of the user dock deviation polynomial model
coefficients.

\lEASUREMK\lT MODEL

The nonlinear equation that represents the measurements
is given by (Eq. 6):

The force model included perturbations dLle to high order
geopotential (50)c';;¡0), withl1affilOnic coefficients from JGJ\,1-2
model, due to direct solar radiation pressure (Vilhena de
Moraes, Raimunda and Kuga, 20(8), and due to luru-solar
attraction. These model improvements were also investigated
for other estirnation techniques, aiming at the same orbit
detennination problem (Pardal, Kuga andVilhena de 1'vlomes,
2(10). The measurement rnodel considered ionospheric
correction, although the accuracy on position and velocity is
not meaningful (Chiaradia, Kuga and Prado, 20(0).

The obtained data \Vere evaluated through one parameter:
error in position, which represents the ditlerence between
the POE/JPL reference and the estimated pasition
components. Such parameter is given by:
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which is after translated to radial, normal, and transverse
components of orbit fixed system.

r=[ ~=~ ]
z-z (8)

Pardal p.e.p.M., Moraes n.v, Kuga H.K.

lo the nadir direction, "N" is perpendicular lo orbilal
plane, and "1" is orthogonal lo "R" and "N", and is also
the velocity componenl Ihus, it is possible lo analyze
whal happens with the orbital syslem componenls, and
with the orbit evolution loo . Ihis is beller than carry
out an analysis from an Earth referential, where is more
difficult lo interpret the physical siluation

First, only geopotenlial was considered for the menlioned
periods oforbil determination,After, the direcl solar radialion
pressure force acting on TOPEX center of mass and the
way how such force acts on satellite orbit detennination
were analyzed, And, final1y, perturbalions due lo Sun-Moon
gravitalional altraclion were added lo the model of forces,
Ihe direcl solar radiation pressure analysis already includes
IOPEX GPS antenna localion, which is one of the steps lo
determine the direct solar radiation pressure effects.

Ihe obtained dala were after lranslaled lo RIN (radial,
transverse, andnonnal) system. In this system, "R" points

Figure 1 shows the behavior ofthe error in position, given
in meters, along time, given in seconds, considering only
geopolential. In Fig, 2, the geopotenlial and direcl solar
radiation pressure effects were considered, shown in two
differenl curves. In Fig, 3, the Sun-Moon gravitational
attraction in the model of forces was also taken into
accounl In the legends of Figs, 1 lo 3, "R" means radial
component; "N ', normal component; and "T", transverse
component oforbit fixed system . The subscript "geo" means
perturbations due lo geopotenlial muy, "srp", perturbalions
due to geopotential and direct solar radiation pressure, and
"sm ", the effects due to Sun-Moon attraction.
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Figure 1: Errors in position, given in RNT coordinates, for 2 hours (on the left) and 24 hours (on the right), considering perturbations
due to geopotential (geo). R: radial component; N: normal componem; T: transverse component.
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Table 1: Maximurnandrninirnurn values oftheerrorsinposition,
forthetwocases oftest, onNovember 19, 1993

Table 1 shows the maximum and minimum ampliludes of
the curves from Figs, 1 lo 3, far short period (2 hours) and
long period (24 hours) of orbit determination,

R: radial componem; N: normal componem; T: transverse
component; geo: perturbations due to geopotential muy; spr:
perturbations due to geopotential and direct solar radiation
pressure; sm: effects dueto Sun-Moon attraction.

50 ,--- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

long periods of orbit determination, when Sun-Moon
effecls are nol considered, Table 1 also confirms the
information of the graphics: solar radiation pressure
has more meaningful effects in transverse component,
and less effects in normal one. It was expected, because
solar radiation pressure acts especial1y on along track
component, which is here represented by transverse
component, the one associated with velocity of the
satellite.

As Table 1 shows, far the short period, the solar radiation
pressure decreases up to 43% the radial component
value and up to 16% the transverse one. For the long
period, solar radiation pressure reduces up to 42% the
radial component value and up to 30% the transverse
one. In both cases, such perturbation does not act
favorably on the normal component. However, the Sun
Moon attraction has more meaningful effects on normal
component. For the short period, it decreases up to 91%
the narmal componenl value, and far the long period, it
reduces up to 94%.

14400 28800 43200 57600 72000
time [a]

25
:[
•
~
.~

-25

Figure 4 shows residuals of pseudorange evolution
along time far the short 2-hour period (al left), and far
the long 24-hour period (al right) of orbit delermination
on November 19, 1993. These results were obtained
considering the complele model of farces, including
perturbations from geopotential up to Sun-Moon
gravitational attraction. The behavior showed next is the
same for al1 the analyzed cases, as it is possible to verify
in Table 2, which presenls the residuals of pseudarange
statistics, mean and standard deviation, for the three
models of forces considered in this analysis, and for
the sharl and the long periods of orbit determination.
As can be seen, the statistics ofthe residuals are similar
in al1 cases.

T
9.27

-1243
no
-8.70
6.37
-440

Value RNTRN
Error (m) 2 hours 24 hours

Maximum 148 444 2.19 5.70 26.26
geo Minimum -0.75 -2.28 -2.09 -4.67 -28.63

Maximum 0.84 449 1.89 4.90 25.60
srp Minimum -0.71 -2.21 -0.16 -2.69 -27.92

Maximum 0.86 0.39 1.34 2.68 1.99
sm Minimurn -0.61 -0.20 -1.05 -2.78 -1.81

Figure 1, especia!ly far long period graphics, shows a
sinusoidal behavior of the errors in RTN coordinates,
with a period near once per revolution of the satellite
orbit (around 2 hours), Fo!lowing verificalion of all know
dynamic models, there may exist a residual signature in
the orbit as a result of unmodeled accelerations, which
come in many forms (eNES, 2007; Soyka and Davis,
2001). In the case of geopolential, the acceleralion is
due lo lruncation of geopolential fíeld. The used model
is JGM-2 50x50, while the fu!l model is 70x70, which
is computationally intensive and may cause nurnerical
problems, due lo the arder of sorne terms (10.127) , which
was not suitable in this work.

The same sinusoidal behavior appears in long period
graphics of Fig, 2, in the curves corresponding lo
geopotential and direct solar radiation pressure. It is also
result of unmodeled accelerations, but solar radiation
pressure is responsible for another acceleration, caused
by limitations in the modeling of solar pressure as a
function of the salellite attitude, surface properlies and
space environrnent. So, in Fig. 2, there are two unmodeled
accelerations in the curves associated within the two
dislurbing effects,

The previously detecled sinusoidal behaviar also
appears in long period graphics of Fig, 3, in the curves
corresponding lo the model of farces up lo direcl solar
radiation pressure and lo the compleled model including
Sun-Moon gravitational attraction. It is also result of
unmodeled accelerations explained befare.

Accarding lo Table 1, it is possible lo see that the minar
amplitude variation occurs in radial component, and
the higher, in normal componenl, such far sharl and

Figure 4: Residuals of pseudorange for 2 hours (on the left)
and24hours(ontheright),considering perturbations
duetogeopotential anddirectsolarradiationpressure
and Sun-Moon gravitational attraction.
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SOl

srp

geo

Table 2: Residuals of pseudorange statistics for the tbree
studiedcases

Residuals of pseudorange (m) - 11/19/1993
ModelofForces Statistics 2 hours 24 hours

mean -0.499 -0.181
standard deviation 4.014 12.774
mean -0.014 -0.018
standard deviation 3.623 12.792
mean -0.005 0.011
standard deviation 3.675 11.058

geo: perturbations due to geopotential muy; spr: perturba1ions
due to geopotential and direct solar radiation pressure; sm:
effects due to Sun-Moon attraction.

CONCLUSIONS

The principal airo ofthis paperwas to determine the orbit of
an artificial satellite, using signals ofthe GPS constellation
and least squares algorithms using sequential Givens
rotations as a method of estimation. The analysis period
covered a short period (near once T/P period) and a long
period orbit detennination. Pseudorange measurements
were corrected from ionospheric effects, although the
accuracy on orbit determination was not expressive. Real
time requirements were not present; nevertheless, it was
appropriate to keep low computational cost, with accuracy
enough to satellite positioning at 10 m level for one day,

The results were compared with real data from TOPEX
POE/JPL (Precision Orbit Ephemeris/Jet Propulsion
Laboratory), available on the Internet For short period
orbit detennination, the magnitude of error in position
varied from 5.1 to 3.7 m, and for long period, the
magnitude varied from 27.7 to 9.3 m, according to the
complexness increase of the model. As the numbers
show, the model that includes direct solar radiation
pressure decreases at most around 5% the precision in
position. Geopotential, direct solar radiation pressure,
and Sun-Moon gravitational attraction were taken into
consideration and the analysis occurred without selective
availability on the measurements ofthe signals.

Throughout the results, it was found that least squares
method through sequential Givens rotations and
positioning using GPS showed reliability and accuracy
enough for artificial satellites orbit determination,
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